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ABSTRACT 
Being excJusNe is no longe r categorized as a competltNe sfrategy m thIS globalization era, Current 
literatures alfJue the imporlance of community based marketing strategy The increase number of 
Fat;ebook 8S well as Blackberry users are several examples of the applicatIOn of community based 
strategy applied by those players. In order to regain It.:> posltton. players that are removed from the 
competition should find a way; not by Shattering those built communities. but by bemg a part in those 
communities . This strategy was once taken by mobile phone operators and mternet messengers by 
establishing the cross messag ing feature among dIfferent operators. Through thIS study. author win 
review some literature s on community based competitiveness as welt as mtegrate them with some facts 
occurred in the market. The result will provide some concluSion and recommendation fOf mobile phone 
manufactures in encountering Blackberry 's moved. especially In Indonesian mari(et. Finafly. this 
community based strategy is expected to be applied not only for corporate marketing strategy bur also 
others. such as supply chain and 0lfJanizations'operating system 
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1. INTRODUCTION research also Indicated a positive 
relationship between community-based 

Nowadays, the number of Facebook and marketing program with waste recycling 
Blackbeny users is increasing. There are program In the United States market 
currently more than 300 million Facebook (Haldeman & Turner, 2009) . Thus, in this 
active users (facebook, 2009), in which this study. author Will .anatyze the application and 
number is comparable to the big five the trend of 
countries in term of population in the world . community-based-cornpetitiveness focusing 
For Blackberry, it has around 14-million users on smart phone market. The result is 
worldwide (Marketwire, 2008) and this expected to provide some input for other 
number is expec ted to grow. This marketers tram other industries; such as 
phenomenon shows tha t more and more retail and fast moving consumer goods 
people feel more convenience for being a (FMCG) i.,dustries, 
part in a community and it triggers marketers This study IS focusing on IT industry due 
to develop a new marketing way. named to the fact that nowadays people beneve that 
community-based marketing program virtual and real worlds should always be 
(Kartajaya , 2008). Here , the author will use connected without any single disco nnection. 
commun ity-based-competitiveness as the The connection will be better in the form of 
term since it is not only applicab le for mobile connectron. not a fixed connection. 
marketing program but also other such as Therefore, mobile connector is. needed so 
operationa l. people can keep update with any changes 

Outside the information technology (In happened, especially. in business world 
industry, several brands have been applying (Kartajaya. 2008) . 
this strategy such as Djarum with its Djarum 
Black Community. Djarum found this strategy 
quite optimized in strengthen its position in 
Indonesian cigarettes market. An existing 
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